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Student Assessment "Ability To Benefit** Pre Exam

Date

Name

As part of the application process,CQES will make a vocational assessment to identify students'
strengths and career potential and the ability to benefit from the process. Students' verbal,
numerical,language & reading comprehension will be examined to further assist us with possible
job placements. Please tell us if you have any previous Medication Management,caregiving or
FCA experience.

Professional Experience

No Experience

Check the box with the correct answer

1. What makes a professional careglver?
Verbal interaction with residents
Attitude

All the above

2. What Is not durable medical equipment?
Wheelchair
Walker

Highchair

3. Consumers have rights In group homes,they have a right to:
Slap you if you hurt them
Refuse medication or medical care

Call you names if they are upset
4. If someone Is unable to walk,they will need:
Drugs
Booze

Some assistance

5. How would you Identify a person who has a disability?
Visually
Ask them
All the above

6. A person with a disability will always need a careglver:
True

False
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7. It Is the caregivers/Med Tech's job to tell residents:
When to go to bed and get up
When they need their medication
When they need to eat
8. If you gave someone the wrong medication you should:
Tell everyone your mistake and do better next time
Call their physician and your supervisor

Call a lawyer as soon as possible
9. If someone falls and suffers a minor scrap on the arm a careglver will:
Call 911

Tell their supervisor
None of the above

10. If you drop someone's medication on the floor you should:
Microwave the pill for 2 seconds and give it to them
Discard the pill and start again

Wipe off the pill with a moist paper towel

11. When meeting a new resident for the first time Into a community, you should
Introduce yourself, and ask them how they would like to be addressed
Hug them and make them feel welcomed
Take them to lunch

12. Hand washing Is the most effective way to prevent the spread of disease:
True

False

13.It is ok for a resident to give you money to go buy Items they need If they pay
you for your time:
True

False

14. Dementia Is a disorder of a persons'long-term memory:
True

False

15. If someone Is Incontinent,they:

Cannot speak but can understand
Have trouble with their bladder

Cannot understand or speak
Student Signature:
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